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Visual C# 2012
How to Program
Prentice Hall Appropriate for all basic-to-intermediate level courses in Visual C# 2012 programming. Created by world-renowned programming instructors Paul and Harvey Deitel,
Visual C# 2012 How to Program, Fifth Edition introduces all facets of the C# 2012 language hands-on, through hundreds of working programs. This book has been thoroughly
updated to reﬂect the major innovations Microsoft has incorporated in Visual C# 2012; all discussions and sample code have been carefully audited against the newest Visual C#
language speciﬁcation. Students begin by getting comfortable with the C# Express 2012 IDE and basic Visual C# syntax. Next, they build their skills one step at a time, mastering
control structures, classes, objects, methods, variables, arrays, and the core techniques of object-oriented programming. With this strong foundation in place, the Deitels introduce
more sophisticated techniques, including searching, sorting, data structures, generics, and collections. Throughout, the authors show students how to make the most of Microsoft's
Visual Studio tools. A series of appendices provide essential programming reference material.

Visual Basic 2012
How to Program
C#
How to Program
C# builds on the skills already mastered by C++ and Java programmers, enabling them to create powerful Web applications and components - ranging from XML-based Web services
on Microsoft's .NET platform to middle-tier business objects and system-level applications.
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C# 2012 for Programmers
Pearson Education C# Programming 2012.

C++ for Programmers
Pearson Education PRACTICAL, EXAMPLE-RICH COVERAGE OF: Classes, Objects, Encapsulation, Inheritance, Polymorphism Integrated OOP Case Studies: Time, GradeBook, Employee
Industrial-Strength, 95-Page OOD/UML® 2 ATM Case Study Standard Template Library (STL): Containers, Iterators and Algorithms I/O, Types, Control Statements, Functions Arrays,
Vectors, Pointers, References String Class, C-Style Strings Operator Overloading, Templates Exception Handling, Files Bit and Character Manipulation Boost Libraries and the Future
of C++ GNU™ and Visual C++® Debuggers And more… VISIT WWW.DEITEL.COM For information on Deitel® Dive-Into® Series corporate training courses oﬀered at customer sites
worldwide (or write to deitel@deitel.com) Download code examples Check out the growing list of programming, Web 2.0 and software-related Resource Centers To receive updates
for this book, subscribe to the free DEITEL® BUZZ ONLINE e-mail newsletter at www.deitel.com/newsletter/subscribe.html Read archived issues of the DEITEL® BUZZ ONLINE The
professional programmer’s DEITEL® guide to C++ and object-oriented application development Written for programmers with a background in high-level language programming,
this book applies the Deitel signature live-code approach to teaching programming and explores the C++ language and C++ Standard Libraries in depth. The book presents the
concepts in the context of fully tested programs, complete with syntax shading, code highlighting, code walkthroughs and program outputs. The book features 240 C++ applications
with over 15,000 lines of proven C++ code, and hundreds of tips that will help you build robust applications. Start with an introduction to C++ using an early classes and objects
approach, then rapidly move on to more advanced topics, including templates, exception handling, the Standard Template Library (STL) and selected features from the Boost
libraries. You’ll enjoy the Deitels’ classic treatment of object-oriented programming and the OOD/UML® 2 ATM case study, including a complete C++ implementation. When you’re
ﬁnished, you’ll have everything you need to build object-oriented C++ applications. The DEITEL® Developer Series is designed for practicing programmers. The series presents
focused treatments of emerging technologies, including C++, .NET, Java™, web services, Internet and web development and more. PRE-PUBLICATION REVIEWER TESTIMONIALS “An
excellent ‘objects ﬁrst’ coverage of C++. The example-driven presentation is enriched by the optional UML case study that contextualizes the material in an ongoing software
engineering project.” –Gavin Osborne, Saskatchewan Institute of Applied Science and Technology “Introducing the UML early on is a great idea.” –Raymond Stephenson, Microsoft
“Good use of diagrams, especially of the activation call stack and recursive functions.” –Amar Raheja, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona “Terriﬁc discussion of
pointers–probably the best I have seen.” –Anne B. Horton, Lockheed Martin “Great coverage of polymorphism and how the compiler implements polymorphism ‘under the hood.’”
–Ed James-Beckham, Borland “The Boost/C++0x chapter will get you up and running quickly with the memory management and regular expression libraries, plus whet your appetite
for new C++ features being standardized.” –Ed Brey, Kohler Co. “Excellent introduction to the Standard Template Library (STL). The best book on C++ programming!” –Richard
Albright, Goldey-Beacom College “Just when you think you are focused on learning one topic, suddenly you discover you’ve learned more than you expected.” –Chad Willwerth,
University of Washington, Tacoma “The most thorough C++ treatment I’ve seen. Replete with real-world case studies covering the full software development lifecycle. Code
examples are extraordinary!” –Terrell Hull, Logicalis Integration Solutions/

eBook Instant Access - for Visual C# 2012 How to Program, International Edition
Pearson Higher Ed Appropriate for all basic-to-intermediate level courses in Visual C# 2012 programming. Created by world-renowned programming instructors Paul and Harvey
Deitel, Visual C# 2012 How to Program, Fifth Edition introduces all facets of the C# 2012 language hands-on, through hundreds of working programs. This book has been thoroughly
updated to reﬂect the major innovations Microsoft has incorporated in Visual C# 2012; all discussions and sample code have been carefully audited against the newest Visual C#
language speciﬁcation. Students begin by getting comfortable with the C# Express 2012 IDE and basic Visual C# syntax. Next, they build their skills one step at a time, mastering
control structures, classes, objects, methods, variables, arrays, and the core techniques of object-oriented programming. With this strong foundation in place, the Deitels introduce
more sophisticated techniques, including searching, sorting, data structures, generics, and collections. Throughout, the authors show students how to make the most of Microsoft’s
Visual Studio tools. A series of appendices provide essential programming reference material.
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C# for Programmers
Prentice Hall Professional The practicing programmer's DEITEL® guide to C# and the powerful Microsoft .NET Framework Written for programmers with a background in C++, Java,
or other high-level languages, this book applies the Deitel signature live-code approach to teaching programming and explores Microsoft's C# language and the new .NET 2.0 in
depth. The book is updated for Visual Studio® 2005 and C# 2.0, and presents C# concepts in the context of fully tested programs, complete with syntax shading, detailed line-byline code descriptions, and program outputs. The book features 200+ C# applications with 16,000+ lines of proven C# code, as well as 300+ programming tips that will help you
build robust applications. Start with a concise introduction to C# fundamentals using an early classes and objects approach, then rapidly move on to more advanced topics, including
multithreading, XML, ADO.NET 2.0, ASP.NET 2.0, Web services, network programming, and .NET remoting. Along the way you will enjoy the Deitels' classic treatment of objectoriented programming and a new, OOD/UML™ ATM case study, including a complete C# implementation. When you are ﬁnished, you will have everything you need to build nextgeneration Windows applications, Web applications, and Web services. Dr. Harvey M. Deitel and Paul J. Deitel are the founders of Deitel & Associates, Inc., the internationally
recognized programming languages content-creation and corporate-training organization. Together with their colleagues at Deitel & Associates, Inc., they have written many
international best-selling programming languages textbooks that millions of people worldwide have used to master C, C++, Java™, C#, XML, Visual Basic®, Perl, Python, and
Internet and Web programming. The DEITEL® Developer Series is designed for practicing programmers. The series presents focused treatments of emerging technologies, including
.NET, J2EE, Web services, and more. Practical, Example-Rich Coverage Of: C# 2.0, .NET 2.0, FCL ASP.NET 2.0, Web Forms and Controls Database, SQL, and ADO.NET 2.0 Networking
and .NET Remoting XML, Web Services Generics, Collections GUI/Windows® Forms OOP: Classes, Inheritance, and Polymorphism OOD/UML™ ATM Case Study Graphics and
Multimedia Multithreading Exception Handling And more... VISIT WWW.DEITEL.COM Download code examples To receive updates on this book, subscribe to the free DEITEL® BUZZ
ONLINE e-mail newsletter at www.deitel.com/newsletter/subscribe.html Read archived Issues of the DEITEL® BUZZ ONLINE Get corporate training information

C# 9 and .NET 5 – Modern Cross-Platform Development
Build intelligent apps, websites, and services with Blazor, ASP.NET Core, and Entity
Framework Core using Visual Studio Code
Packt Publishing Ltd Publisher's Note: Microsoft will stop supporting .NET 5 in early May 2022. A new edition of this book is available that uses .NET 6 (an LTS release with support
up until November 2024), C# 10, and Visual Studio 2022, as well as Visual Studio Code. Key Features • Explore the newest additions to C# 9, the .NET 5 class library, Entity
Framework Core and Blazor • Strengthen your command of ASP.NET Core 5.0 and create professional websites and services • Build cross-platform apps for Windows, macOS, Linux,
iOS, and Android Book Description In C# 9 and .NET 5 – Modern Cross-Platform Development, Fifth Edition, expert teacher Mark J. Price gives you everything you need to start
programming C# applications. This latest edition uses the popular Visual Studio Code editor to work across all major operating systems. It is fully updated and expanded with a new
chapter on the Microsoft Blazor framework. The book's ﬁrst part teaches the fundamentals of C#, including object-oriented programming and new C# 9 features such as top-level
programs, target-typed new object instantiation, and immutable types using the record keyword. Part 2 covers the .NET APIs, for performing tasks like managing and querying data,
monitoring and improving performance, and working with the ﬁle system, async streams, serialization, and encryption. Part 3 provides examples of cross-platform apps you can
build and deploy, such as websites and services using ASP.NET Core or mobile apps using Xamarin.Forms. The best type of application for learning the C# language constructs and
many of the .NET libraries is one that does not distract with unnecessary application code. For that reason, the C# and .NET topics covered in Chapters 1 to 13 feature console
applications. In Chapters 14 to 20, having mastered the basics of the language and libraries, you will build practical applications using ASP.NET Core, Model-View-Controller (MVC),
and Blazor. By the end of the book, you will have acquired the understanding and skills you need to use C# 9 and .NET 5 to create websites, services, and mobile apps. What you will
learn • Build your own types with object-oriented programming • Query and manipulate data using LINQ • Build websites and services using ASP.NET Core 5 • Create intelligent apps
using machine learning • Use Entity Framework Core and work with relational databases • Discover Windows app development using the Universal Windows Platform and XAML •
Build rich web experiences using the Blazor framework • Build mobile applications for iOS and Android using Xamarin.Forms Who this book is for This book is best for C# and .NET
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beginners, or programmers who have worked with C# in the past but feel left behind by the changes in the past few years. This book doesn’t expect you to have any C# or .NET
experience; however, you should have a general understanding of programming. Students and professionals with a science, technology, engineering, or mathematics (STEM)
background can certainly beneﬁt from this book. Table of Contents • Hello, C#! Welcome, .NET Core! • Speaking C# • Controlling Flow and Converting Types • Writing, Debugging,
and Testing Functions • Building Your Own Types with Object-Oriented Programming • Implementing Interfaces and Inheriting Classes • Understanding and Packaging .NET Types •
Working with Common .NET Types • Working with Files, Streams, and Serialization (N.B. Please use the Look Inside option to see further chapters) Review "Mark Price's
extraordinary book covers every aspect of C# 9 and .NET 5. It is ﬁlled with step-by-step demonstrations and will be of tremendous value both to those who want to learn C# and to
more experienced C# programmers making the transition to C# 9. Highly recommended!" -- Jesse Liberty - author of Programming C# and Learning C# (O'Reilly Media)

C How to Program
Pearson This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. For
courses in computer programming C How to Program is a comprehensive introduction to programming in C. Like other texts of the Deitels’ How to Program series, the book serves
as a detailed beginner source of information for college students looking to embark on a career in coding, or instructors and software-development professionals seeking to learn
how to program with C. The Eighth Edition continues the tradition of the signature Deitel “Live Code” approach--presenting concepts in the context of full-working programs rather
than incomplete snips of code. This gives readers a chance to run each program as they study it and see how their learning applies to real world programming scenarios.

Java for Programmers
Pearson Education PRACTICAL, EXAMPLE-RICH COVERAGE OF: Classes, Objects, Encapsulation, Inheritance, Polymorphism, Interfaces, Nested Classes Integrated OOP Case Studies:
Time, GradeBook, Employee Industrial-Strength, 95-Page OOD/UML® 2 ATM Case Study JavaServer™ Faces, Ajax-Enabled Web Applications, Web Services, Networking JDBC™, SQL,
Java DB, MySQL® Threads and the Concurrency APIs I/O, Types, Control Statements, Methods Arrays, Generics, Collections Exception Handling, Files GUI, Graphics, GroupLayout,
JDIC Using the Debugger and the API Docs And more… VISIT WWW.DEITEL.COM For information on Deitel’s Dive Into® Series corporate training courses oﬀered at customer sites
worldwide (or write to deitel@deitel.com) Download code examples Check out the growing list of programming, Web 2.0, and software-related Resource Centers To receive updates
for this book, subscribe to the free DEITEL® BUZZ ONLINE e-mail newsletter at www.deitel.com/newsletter/subscribe.html Read archived issues of the DEITEL® BUZZ ONLINE The
practicing programmer’s DEITEL® guide to Java™ development and the Powerful Java™ Platform Written for programmers with a background in high-level language programming,
this book applies the Deitel signature live-code approach to teaching programming and explores the Java language and Java APIs in depth. The book presents the concepts in the
context of fully tested programs, complete with syntax shading, code highlighting, line-by-line code descriptions and program outputs. The book features 220 Java applications with
over 18,000 lines of proven Java code, and hundreds of tips that will help you build robust applications. Start with an introduction to Java using an early classes and objects
approach, then rapidly move on to more advanced topics, including GUI, graphics, exception handling, generics, collections, JDBC™, web-application development with JavaServer™
Faces, web services and more. You’ll enjoy the Deitels’ classic treatment of object-oriented programming and the OOD/UML® ATM case study, including a complete Java
implementation. When you’re ﬁnished, you’ll have everything you need to build object-oriented Java applications. The DEITEL® Developer Series is designed for practicing
programmers. The series presents focused treatments of emerging technologies, including Java™, C++, .NET, web services, Internet and web development and more. PREPUBLICATION REVIEWER TESTIMONIALS “Presenting software engineering side by side with core Java concepts is highly refreshing; gives readers insight into how professional
software is developed.”—Clark Richey (Java Champion), RABA Technologies, LLC. “The quality of the design and code examples is second to none!”—Terrell Hull, Enterprise Architect
“The JDBC chapter is very hands on. I like the fact that Java DB/Apache Derby is used in the examples, which makes it really simple to learn and understand JDBC.”—Sandeep
Konchady, Sun Microsystems “Equips you with the latest web application technologies. Examples are impressive and real! Want to develop a simple address locator with Ajax and
JSF? Jump to Chapter 22.”—Vadiraj Deshpande, Sun Microsystems “Covers web services with Java SE 6 and Java EE 5 in a real-life, example-based, friendly approach. The Deitel Web
Services Resource Center is really good, even for advanced developers.”—Sanjay Dhamankar, Sun Microsystems “Mandatory book for any serious Java EE developer looking for
improved productivity: JSF development, visual web development and web services development have never been easier.”—Ludovic Chapenois, Sun Microsystems “I teach Java
programming and object-oriented analysis and design. The OOD/UML 2 case study is the best presentation of the ATM example I have seen.”—Craig W. Slinkman, University of
Texas–Arlington “Introduces OOP and UML 2 early. The conceptual level is perfect. No other book comes close to its quality of organization and presentation. The live-code approach
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to presenting exemplary code makes a big diﬀerence in the learning outcome.”—Walt Bunch, Chapman University/

C# in Depth
Simon and Schuster Eﬀective techniques and experienced insights to maximize your C# 6 and 7 programming skills Key Features Written by C# legend and top StackOverﬂow
contributor Jon Skeet Unlock the new features of C# 6 and 7 Insights on the future of the C# language Master asynchronous functions, interpolated strings, tuples, and more
Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. ”An excellent overview of C# with helpful and realistic examples that
make learning the newest features of C# easy.” —Meredith Godar About The Book C# is the foundation of .NET development. New features added in C# 6 and 7 make it easier to
take on big data applications, cloud-centric web development, and cross-platform software using .NET Core. Packed with deep insight from C# guru Jon Skeet, this book takes you
deep into concepts and features other C# books ignore. C# in Depth, Fourth Edition is an authoritative and engaging guide that reveals the full potential of the language, including
the new features of C# 6 and 7. It combines deep dives into the C# language with practical techniques for enterprise development, web applications, and systems programming. As
you absorb the wisdom and techniques in this book, you’ll write better code, and become an exceptional troubleshooter and problem solver. What You Will Learn Comprehensive
guidance on the new features of C# 6 and 7 Important legacies and greatest hits of C# 2–5 Expression-bodied members Extended pass-by-reference functionality Writing
asynchronous C# code String interpolation Composition with tuples Decomposition and pattern matching This Book Is Written For For intermediate C# developers. About The Author
Jon Skeet is a senior software engineer at Google. He studied mathematics and computer science at Cambridge, is a recognized authority in Java and C#, and maintains the position
of top contributor to Stack Overﬂow. Table of Contents 1. Survival of the sharpest 2. C# 2 3. C# 3: LINQ and everything that comes with it 4. C# 4: Improving interoperability 5.
Writing asynchronous code 6. Async implementation 7. C# 5 bonus features 8. Super-sleek properties and expression-bodied members 9. Stringy features 10. A smörgåsbord of
features for concise code 11. Composition using tuples 12. Deconstruction and pattern matching 13. Improving eﬃciency with more pass by reference 14. Concise code in C# 7 15.
C# 8 and beyond PART 1 C# IN CONTEXT PART 2 C# 2–5 PART 3 C# 6 PART 4 C# 7 AND BEYOND

C# 6 for Programmers
Prentice Hall This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes, or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. The
professional programmer’s Deitel® guide to C# 6 and object-oriented development for Windows® Written for programmers with a background in high-level language programming,
C# 6 for Programmers applies the Deitel signature live-code approach to teaching programming and explores Microsoft’s C# 6 and .NET in depth. Concepts are presented in the
context of 170+ fully coded and tested apps, complete with syntax shading, code highlighting, code walkthroughs, program outputs and hundreds of savvy software-development
tips. Start with an introduction to C# using an early classes and objects approach, then rapidly move on to more advanced topics, including LINQ, asynchronous programming with
async and await and more. You’ll enjoy the treatment of object-oriented programming and an object-oriented design/UML® ATM case study, including a complete C#
implementation. When you’ve mastered the book, you’ll be ready to start building industrial-strength, object-oriented C# apps. Paul Deitel and Harvey Deitel are the founders of
Deitel & Associates, Inc., the internationally recognized programming languages authoring and corporate training organization. Millions of people worldwide have used Deitel
textbooks, professional books, LiveLessons™ video products, e-books, resource centers and REVEL™ interactive multimedia courses with integrated labs and assessment to master
major programming languages and platforms, including C#, C++, C, Java™, Android™ app development, iOS app development, Swift™, Visual Basic®, Python™ and Internet and web
programming. Features: •Use with Windows® 7, 8 or 10. •Integrated coverage of new C# 6 functionality: string interpolation, expression-bodied methods and properties, autoimplemented property initializers, getter-only properties, nameof, null-conditional operator, exception ﬁlters and more. •Entertaining and challenging code examples. •Deep
treatment of classes, objects, inheritance, polymorphism and interfaces. •Generics, LINQ and generic collections; PLINQ (Parallel LINQ) for multicore performance. •Asynchronous
programming with async and await; functional programming with lambdas, delegates and immutability. •Files; relational database with LINQ to Entities. •Object-oriented design
ATM case study with full code implementation. •Emphasis on performance and software engineering principles
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Starting Out with Visual C#
Pearson

Visual Basic 2010
How to Program
Prentice Hall Win, Place...Or Die. The apparent heart attack that killed kennel owner Max Turnbull has left seven pups in mourning, and his wife Peg suspecting foul play. But the
only evidence is their missing prize pooch--a pedigreed poodle named Beau. Enter Melanie Travis. With her young son happily ensconced in day damp, the thirty-something teacher
and single mother is talked into investigating her uncle's death--unoﬃcially, of course. Posing as a poodle breeder in search of the perfect stud, Melanie hounds Connecticut's elite
canine competitions, and ﬁnds an ally in fellow breeder Sam Driver. But her aﬀection cools when she's put on the scent of Sam's questionable past...and hot on the trail of a poodlehating neighbor and one elusive murderer who isn't ready to come to heel. For, as Melanie soon discovers, in a championship dog-eat-dog world, the instinct for survival, and
winning, can prove fatal. Dog mysteries continue to ﬂourish. A PEDIGREE TO DIE FOR is fascinatinf. -Mystery Lovers Bookshop News 'A sleek and unusual book.

C# 2012 for Programmers, Fifth Edition
The professional programmer's Deitel® guide to C# 2012 and object-oriented development for Windows® 7 and Windows® 8 Written for programmers with a background in highlevel language programming, this book applies the Deitel signature live-code approach to teaching programming and explores Microsoft's C# 2012 and .NET 4.5 in depth. The book
presents the concepts in the context of fully tested apps, complete with syntax shading, code highlighting, code walkthroughs and program outputs. You'll work through 200+
complete C# apps with 15,000+ lines of proven C# code and hundreds of savvy software-development tips. Start with an introduction to C# using an early classes and objects
approach, then rapidly move on to more advanced topics, including LINQ, asynchronous programming with async and await, Windows® 8 UI and WPF graphics and multimedia, web
services, Windows® Phone 8, Windows Azure and more. You'll enjoy the treatment of object-oriented programming and an OOD/UML® ATM case study, including a complete C#
implementation. When you're ﬁnished, you'll have everything you need to build industrial-strength, object-oriented C# apps. Paul Deitel and Harvey Deitel are the founders of Deitel
& Associates, Inc., the internationally recognized programming languages authoring and corporate-training organization. Millions of people worldwide have used Deitel books,
LiveLessons video training and online resource centers to master C#, .NET, Visual Basic®, C++, Visual C++®, C, Java, Android app development, iOS® app development, Internet
and web programming, JavaScript®, XML, Perl®, Python and more. Practical, example-rich coverage of: .NET, Types, Arrays, Exception Handling; LINQ, Object/Collection Initializers;
Objects, Classes, Inheritance, Polymorphism; Industrial-Strength, C#-Based Object-Oriented Design/UML® ATM Case Study; WinForms, WPF, Windows® 8 UI, XAML, Event Handling,
Visual C# Debugging; WPF and Windows® 8 Graphics and Multimedia; Windows® Phone 8, Cloud Computing with Windows Azure, Asynchronous Programming with async and await;
Generic Collections, Methods and Classes; XML, LINQ to XML and LINQ to Entities; ASP.NET and ASP.NET Ajax; Web Forms, Web Controls; WCF REST-Based Web Services and more.
Visit www.deitel.com For information on Deitel's Dive Into® Series programming training courses.

C# 3.0 Unleashed
With the .NET Framework 3.5
Pearson Education Whether you need an approachable on-ramp to .NET or you want to enhance your skills, C# 3.0 Unleashed is a comprehensive, in-depth guide to the solutions you
seek. You’ll learn to do more with the new tools that are available, including Visual Studio 2008 and the .NET Framework Class Libraries. Throughout this book, you’ll get a practical
look at what can be the most useful tools for any given task. You’ll also learn common traps to avoid and learn insightful tips that will save you time and help you be more
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productive. C# 3.0 Unleashed contains complete coverage of the C# programming language. The author covers all the essential syntax, but keeps the focus on practical application.
The chapters are arranged to take you step-by-step from the core of the C# language to elements of the .NET Framework, and further into advanced concepts on distributed n-tier
Internet applications. Additionally, C# 3.0 Unleashed shows you how to debug, monitor, and scale enterprise applications, enabling you to use the C# programming language to ship
the right code at the right time. What’s included in this book: A complete reference for C# syntax, object oriented programming, and component programming with C#
Comprehensive data coverage through ADO.NET and LINQ An introduction to UI technologies, including Windows Forms, WPF, ASP.NET Ajax, and Silverlight Coverage of traditional
ASMX and WCF Web Services Coverage of multiple .NET technologies, including networking, instrumentation, interop, and multi-threading In-depth discussion of platform concepts
including CLR, Garbage Collection, Type System, Assemblies, and Code Access Security Guidance on design and architecture for a big-picture view and essential help in piecing
together all you’ve learned

Nine Algorithms That Changed the Future
The Ingenious Ideas That Drive Today's Computers
Princeton University Press Nine revolutionary algorithms that power our computers and smartphones Every day, we use our computers to perform remarkable feats. A simple web
search picks out a handful of relevant needles from the world's biggest haystack. Uploading a photo to Facebook transmits millions of pieces of information over numerous errorprone network links, yet somehow a perfect copy of the photo arrives intact. Without even knowing it, we use public-key cryptography to transmit secret information like credit card
numbers, and we use digital signatures to verify the identity of the websites we visit. How do our computers perform these tasks with such ease? John MacCormick answers this
question in language anyone can understand, using vivid examples to explain the fundamental tricks behind nine computer algorithms that power our PCs, tablets, and
smartphones.

Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#
The Bulgarian C# Book
Faber Publishing The free book "Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C#" is a comprehensive computer programming tutorial that teaches programming, logical thinking,
data structures and algorithms, problem solving and high quality code with lots of examples in C#. It starts with the ﬁrst steps in programming and software development like
variables, data types, conditional statements, loops and arrays and continues with other basic topics like methods, numeral systems, strings and string processing, exceptions,
classes and objects. After the basics this fundamental programming book enters into more advanced programming topics like recursion, data structures (lists, trees, hash-tables and
graphs), high-quality code, unit testing and refactoring, object-oriented principles (inheritance, abstraction, encapsulation and polymorphism) and their implementation the C#
language. It also covers fundamental topics that each good developer should know like algorithm design, complexity of algorithms and problem solving. The book uses C# language
and Visual Studio to illustrate the programming concepts and explains some C# / .NET speciﬁc technologies like lambda expressions, extension methods and LINQ. The book is
written by a team of developers lead by Svetlin Nakov who has 20+ years practical software development experience. It teaches the major programming concepts and way of
thinking needed to become a good software engineer and the C# language in the meantime. It is a great start for anyone who wants to become a skillful software engineer. The
books does not teach technologies like databases, mobile and web development, but shows the true way to master the basics of programming regardless of the languages,
technologies and tools. It is good for beginners and intermediate developers who want to put a solid base for a successful career in the software engineering industry. The book is
accompanied by free video lessons, presentation slides and mind maps, as well as hundreds of exercises and live examples. Download the free C# programming book, videos,
presentations and other resources from http://introprogramming.info. Title: Fundamentals of Computer Programming with C# (The Bulgarian C# Programming Book) ISBN:
9789544007737 ISBN-13: 978-954-400-773-7 (9789544007737) ISBN-10: 954-400-773-3 (9544007733) Author: Svetlin Nakov & Co. Pages: 1132 Language: English Published: Soﬁa,
2013 Publisher: Faber Publishing, Bulgaria Web site: http://www.introprogramming.info License: CC-Attribution-Share-Alike Tags: free, programming, book, computer programming,
programming fundamentals, ebook, book programming, C#, CSharp, C# book, tutorial, C# tutorial; programming concepts, programming fundamentals, compiler, Visual Studio,
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.NET, .NET Framework, data types, variables, expressions, statements, console, conditional statements, control-ﬂow logic, loops, arrays, numeral systems, methods, strings, text
processing, StringBuilder, exceptions, exception handling, stack trace, streams, ﬁles, text ﬁles, linear data structures, list, linked list, stack, queue, tree, balanced tree, graph,
depth-ﬁrst search, DFS, breadth-ﬁrst search, BFS, dictionaries, hash tables, associative arrays, sets, algorithms, sorting algorithm, searching algorithms, recursion, combinatorial
algorithms, algorithm complexity, OOP, object-oriented programming, classes, objects, constructors, ﬁelds, properties, static members, abstraction, interfaces, encapsulation,
inheritance, virtual methods, polymorphism, cohesion, coupling, enumerations, generics, namespaces, UML, design patterns, extension methods, anonymous types, lambda
expressions, LINQ, code quality, high-quality code, high-quality classes, high-quality methods, code formatting, self-documenting code, code refactoring, problem solving, problem
solving methodology, 9789544007737, 9544007733

Visual C# 2012 How to Program, International Edition
Appropriate for all basic-to-intermediate level courses in Visual C# 2012 programming. Created by world-renowned programming instructors Paul and Harvey Deitel, Visual C# 2012
How to Program, Fifth Edition introduces all facets of the C# 2012 language hands-on, through hundreds of working programs. This book has been thoroughly updated to reﬂect the
major innovations Microsoft has incorporated in Visual C# 2012; all discussions and sample code have been carefully audited against the newest Visual C# language speciﬁcation.
Students begin by getting comfortable with the C# Express 2012.

Simply Java Programming
Prentice Hall Combining the Deitel™ signature Live-Code™ Approach with a new Application-Driven™ methodology, this book uses a step-by-step tutorial approach to begin teaching
the basics of programming, builds upon previously learned concepts, and introduces new programming features in each successive tutorial. KEY TOPICS This comprehensive
introduction to Java covers GUI design, swing components, methods, classes, data types, control statements, arrays, object-oriented programming, strings and characters,
sequential ﬁles and more. It also includes higher-end topics such as database programming, multimedia and graphics, and Web applications development. For individuals beginning
their mastery of Java Programming.

Introduction to Computer Theory
An easy-to-comprehend text for required undergraduate courses in computer theory, this work thoroughly covers the three fundamental areas of computer theory--formal
languages, automata theory, and Turing machines. It is an imaginative and pedagogically strong attempt to remove the unnecessary mathematical complications associated with
the study of these subjects. The author substitutes graphic representation for symbolic proofs, allowing students with poor mathematical background to easily follow each step.
Includes a large selection of well thought out problems at the end of each chapter.

Internet & World Wide Web
How to Program
For a wide variety of Web Programming, HTML, and JavaScript courses found in Computer Science, CIS, MIS, IT, Business, Engineering, and Continuing Education departments. Also
appropriate for an introductory programming course (replacing traditional programming languages like C, C++ and Java) for schools wanting to integrate the Internet and World
Wide Web into their curricula. The revision of this groundbreaking book in the Deitels'How to Program series oﬀers a thorough treatment of programming concepts, with programs
that yield visible or audible results in Web pages and Web-based applications. The book discusses eﬀective Web-page design, server- and client-side scripting, ActiveX(R) controls
and the essentials of electronic commerce. Internet & World Wide Web How to Program also oﬀers an alternative to traditional introductory programming courses. The fundamentals
of programming no longer have to be taught in languages like C, C++ and Java. With Internet/Web markup languages (such as HTML, Dynamic HTML and XML) and scripting
languages (such as JavaScript(R), VBScript(R) and Perl/CGI), you can teach the fundamentals of programming wrapped in the Web-page metaphor.
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Functional Programming in C#
Classic Programming Techniques for Modern Projects
John Wiley and Sons Presents a guide to the features of C♯, covering such topics as functions, generics, iterators, currying, caching, order functions, sequences, monads, and
MapReduce.

Programming C# 4.0
Building Windows, Web, and RIA Applications for the .NET 4.0 Framework
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." With its support for dynamic programming, C# 4.0 continues to evolve as a versatile language on its own. But when C# is used with .NET Framework 4, the
combination is incredibly powerful. This bestselling tutorial shows you how to build web, desktop, and rich Internet applications using C# 4.0 with .NET's database capabilities, UI
framework (WPF), extensive communication services (WCF), and more. In this sixth edition, .NET experts Ian Griﬃths, Matthew Adams, and Jesse Liberty cover the latest
enhancements to C#, as well as the fundamentals of both the language and framework. You'll learn concurrent programming with C# 4.0, and how to use .NET tools such as the
Entity Framework for easier data access, and the Silverlight platform for browser-based RIA development. Learn C# fundamentals, such as variables, ﬂow control, loops, and
methods Build complex programs with object-oriented and functional programming techniques Process large collections of data with the native query features in LINQ Communicate
across networks with Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) Learn the advantages of C# 4.0's dynamic language features Build interactive Windows applications with Windows
Presentation Foundation (WPF) Create rich web applications with Silverlight and ASP.NET

Mathematical Structures for Computer Science
Macmillan This edition oﬀers a pedagogically rich and intuitive introduction to discrete mathematics structures. It meets the needs of computer science majors by being both
comprehensive and accessible.

C++ How to Program, Early Objects, Student Value Edition Plus Myprogramminglab
with Pearson Etext -- Access Card Package
Prentice Hall

Python for Programmers
with Big Data and Artiﬁcial Intelligence Case Studies
Prentice Hall The professional programmer’s Deitel® guide to Python® with introductory artiﬁcial intelligence case studies Written for programmers with a background in another
high-level language, Python for Programmers uses hands-on instruction to teach today’s most compelling, leading-edge computing technologies and programming in Python–one of
the world’s most popular and fastest-growing languages. Please read the Table of Contents diagram inside the front cover and the Preface for more details. In the context of 500+,
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real-world examples ranging from individual snippets to 40 large scripts and full implementation case studies, you’ll use the interactive IPython interpreter with code in Jupyter
Notebooks to quickly master the latest Python coding idioms. After covering Python Chapters 1-5 and a few key parts of Chapters 6-7, you’ll be able to handle signiﬁcant portions of
the hands-on introductory AI case studies in Chapters 11-16, which are loaded with cool, powerful, contemporary examples. These include natural language processing, data mining
Twitter® for sentiment analysis, cognitive computing with IBM® Watson™, supervised machine learning with classiﬁcation and regression, unsupervised machine learning with
clustering, computer vision through deep learning and convolutional neural networks, deep learning with recurrent neural networks, big data with Hadoop®, Spark™ and NoSQL
databases, the Internet of Things and more. You’ll also work directly or indirectly with cloud-based services, including Twitter, Google Translate™, IBM Watson, Microsoft® Azure®,
OpenMapQuest, PubNub and more. Features 500+ hands-on, real-world, live-code examples from snippets to case studies IPython + code in Jupyter® Notebooks Library-focused:
Uses Python Standard Library and data science libraries to accomplish signiﬁcant tasks with minimal code Rich Python coverage: Control statements, functions, strings, ﬁles, JSON
serialization, CSV, exceptions Procedural, functional-style and object-oriented programming Collections: Lists, tuples, dictionaries, sets, NumPy arrays, pandas Series & DataFrames
Static, dynamic and interactive visualizations Data experiences with real-world datasets and data sources Intro to Data Science sections: AI, basic stats, simulation, animation,
random variables, data wrangling, regression AI, big data and cloud data science case studies: NLP, data mining Twitter®, IBM® Watson™, machine learning, deep learning,
computer vision, Hadoop®, Spark™, NoSQL, IoT Open-source libraries: NumPy, pandas, Matplotlib, Seaborn, Folium, SciPy, NLTK, TextBlob, spaCy, Textatistic, Tweepy, scikit-learn®,
Keras and more Accompanying code examples are available here:
http://ptgmedia.pearsoncmg.com/imprint_downloads/informit/bookreg/9780135224335/9780135224335_examples.zip. Register your product for convenient access to downloads,
updates, and/or corrections as they become available. See inside book for more information.

The Classical and Quantum Dynamics of the Multispherical Nanostructures
World Scientiﬁc In this book, the issues regarding the theory of optics and quantum optics of spherical multilayered systems are studied. In such systems the spatial scale of layers
becomes comparable with the wavelength of radiation, which complicates the analysis of important quantities such as reﬂectivity and transmission. Often, a large amount of time is
spent on performing numerical calculations and simulation to elucidate the behavior of such electromagnetic properties. The author has written down the calculation details of
important properties of multilayered microspheres in a more comprehensive manner, so that undergraduates and practitioners can follow them freely. From a skill-oriented point of
view the book covers the following: electrodynamics of multilayered environments in the spherical geometry; methods of calculating both reﬂection and transmission coeﬃcients
from an alternating stack; calculations of eigenfrequencies and quality factors of electromagnetic oscillations; radial distribution ofthe electromagnetic ﬁeld in a spherical cavity;
computer methods of calculations with C++ as basic languages and construction of the graphic user interface (GUI); the object-oriented approach as a basis of the modern methods
of calculation.

The Video Games Textbook
History • Business • Technology
CRC Press The Video Games Textbook takes the history of video games to another level, with visually-stimulating, comprehensive, and chronological chapters that are relevant and
easy to read for a variety of students. Every chapter is a journey into a diﬀerent era or area of gaming, where readers emerge with a strong sense of how video games evolved, why
they succeeded or failed, and the impact they had on the industry and human culture. Written to capture the attention and interest of both domestic and international college
students, each chapter contains a list of objectives and key terms, illustrative timelines, arcade summaries, images and technical speciﬁcations of all major consoles.

Starting Out with Visual C#, Global Edition
For courses in Introductory C# Programming. Clear, friendly, and approachable, this Fourth Edition of Starting Out With Visual C# is an ideal beginning text for students with no
programming experience. Detailed walk-throughs and a readable, comprehensible style make the text inviting to new programmers, while numerous practical example programs
highlight the most important programming topics. Gaddis's detailed, step-by-step instructions teach a GUI-based approach that motivates students with familiar graphical elements.
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Topics are examined progressively in each chapter, with objects taught before classes. The Fourth Edition has been completely updated for Visual Studio 2015 and contains new
sections on debugging, accessing controls on diﬀerent forms, and auto-properties.

C
How to Program
System Engineering Analysis, Design, and Development
Concepts, Principles, and Practices
John Wiley & Sons Praise for the ﬁrst edition: “This excellent text will be useful to everysystem engineer (SE) regardless of the domain. It covers ALLrelevant SE material and does
so in a very clear, methodicalfashion. The breadth and depth of the author's presentation ofSE principles and practices is outstanding.” –Philip Allen This textbook presents a
comprehensive, step-by-step guide toSystem Engineering analysis, design, and development via anintegrated set of concepts, principles, practices, andmethodologies. The methods
presented in this text apply to any typeof human system -- small, medium, and large organizational systemsand system development projects delivering engineered systems
orservices across multiple business sectors such as medical,transportation, ﬁnancial, educational, governmental, aerospace anddefense, utilities, political, and charity, among
others. Provides a common focal point for “bridgingthe gap” between and unifying System Users, System Acquirers,multi-discipline System Engineering, and Project, Functional,
andExecutive Management education, knowledge, and decision-making fordeveloping systems, products, or services Each chapter provides deﬁnitions of key terms,guiding
principles, examples, author’s notes, real-worldexamples, and exercises, which highlight and reinforce key SE&Dconcepts and practices Addresses concepts employed in ModelBasedSystems Engineering (MBSE), Model-Driven Design (MDD), UniﬁedModeling Language (UMLTM) / Systems Modeling Language(SysMLTM), and Agile/Spiral/V-Model
Development such asuser needs, stories, and use cases analysis; speciﬁcationdevelopment; system architecture development; User-Centric SystemDesign (UCSD); interface
deﬁnition & control; systemintegration & test; and Veriﬁcation & Validation(V&V) Highlights/introduces a new 21st Century SystemsEngineering & Development (SE&D) paradigm
that is easy tounderstand and implement. Provides practices that are critical stagingpoints for technical decision making such as Technical StrategyDevelopment; Life Cycle
requirements; Phases, Modes, & States;SE Process; Requirements Derivation; System ArchitectureDevelopment, User-Centric System Design (UCSD); EngineeringStandards,
Coordinate Systems, and Conventions; et al. Thoroughly illustrated, with end-of-chapter exercises andnumerous case studies and examples, Systems EngineeringAnalysis, Design,
and Development, Second Edition is a primarytextbook for multi-discipline, engineering, system analysis, andproject management undergraduate/graduate level students and
avaluable reference for professionals.

C#
A Programmer's Introduction
Prentice Hall Ptr The complete C# introduction speciﬁcally designed for professionals!-- Targets the areas of C# development professionals need to know ﬁrst, utilizing the Deitels'
proven LIVE-CODE "TM" approach to rapid mastery!-- Coverage includes: basic syntax, objects, Windows Forms GUIs, multimedia, ﬁle processing, ADO.NET, ASP.NET, Web services,
and much more.In C#: A Programmer's Introduction, a team of world-renowned corporate trainers has delivered the ﬁrst complete introduction to C# speciﬁcally focused on what
professionals need to know. Harvey and Paul Deitel, whose best-selling textbooks have trained millions of developers worldwide, teach C# using their unique LIVE-CODE "TM"
approach: every new concept is presented in the context of a complete, working example, immediately followed by windows showing exactly what the code does. The Deitels begin
by introducing the new Microsoft Visual Studio .NET integrated development environment, and walk developers through the basic techniques of C# programming, including C#
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control structures, methods, arrays, exceptions, and object-oriented features such as inheritance and polymorphism. They introduce Windows GUI development with .NET's new
Windows Forms; then introduce basic multimedia development and ﬁle processing. The book contains in-depth introductions to database access with ADO .NET, and to ASP .NET
development of both conventional Web applications and Web services.

Perl
How to Program
This new book by the world's leading programming language textbook authors carefully explains how to use Perl as a general-purpose programming language and how to program
multi-tier, client/server, database-intensive, Internet-and-Web-based applications. Dr. Harvey M. Deitel and Paul J. Deitel are the principals of Deitel & Associates, Inc., the
internationally recognized corporate training and content-creation organization specializing in C++, Java(TM), C#, C, Visual Basic(R), XML(TM), Python, Perl, Internet, World Wide
Web and object technologies. The Deitels are also the authors of the world's #1 Java and C++ textbooks, "Java How to Program, 3/e" and "C++ How to Program, 3/e."In "Perl How to
Program," the Deitels and their colleagues, Tem R. Nieto and David C. McPhie, discuss topics you need to build complete, Web-based applications including: CGI/HTML
forms/XML/CGI.pm Control Structures/Arrays/Hashes Regular Expressions/Strings Objects/Encapsulation OOP/Inheritance/References Database/DBI/SQL/Signals/Contexts
Security/Accessibility Typeglobs/File Globbing Networking/Sockts/Internet Protocols Cookies/Session Tracking Filehandles/Data Structures Process Control/Forking/Piping
Subroutines/Modules/Packages/Overloading Web Automation/OLE Automation Server-Side Includes/Ties/Closures Graphics/GUI/Perl/TK "Perl How to Program" includes extensive
pedagogic features: " Hundreds of LIVE-CODE(TM) programs with screen captures that show exact outputs Extensive World Wide Web and Internet resources to encourage further
research Hundreds of tips, recommended practices and cautions--all marked with icons

Small C++ How to Program
Prentice Hall This new, briefer edition ofC++ How to Programfollows all the extensive updates made toC++ How to Program, Fifth Editionand oﬀers readers a concise, introduction
to the basics of object-oriented programming in C++.Small C++ features an early object and classes approach and covers the basics of object-oriented programming including
classes, objects, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism. Provides complete programming exercises along with numerous tips, recommended practices and cautions (all
marked with icons) for writing code that is portable, reusable and optimized for performance. The accompanying CD-ROM includes all the source code from the book.A useful brief
reference for programmers or anyone who wants to learn more about the C++ programming language.

Algorithms
The Complete Python Training Course
Prentice Hall Master today's key Python development skills hands-on -- with expert instruction from world-renowned corporate trainers and best-selling authors!-- Get real-world
experience with 14,931 lines of code in 281 programs, 12 hours of audio annotations, hundreds of programming exercises, and more!-- Includes the #1 Python training CD-ROM:
Python Multimedia Cyber Classroom!-- Includes the best-selling, 1,292-page book Python How to Program -- in both print and searchable electronic versions!There's never been a
more powerful, eﬀective way to master Python programming! This hands-on, interactive training course combines The Python Multimedia Cyber Classroom and the book Python How
to Program. It delivers 12 full hours of audio, hands-on exercises, and 14,931 lines of fully functional program code, taking you from the fundamentals to sophisticated Web and
enterprise development. Start with basic syntax, control structures, and functions; then master object-oriented programming techniques; Web CGIs; GUIs; exception handling; string
manipulation; and regular expressions. Coverage also includes: XML, DB-API database access, multithreading, data structures, security, PSP, and more. You'll ﬁnd hundreds of tips
for maximizing performance, interoperability, reusability, and reliability. Test yourself with interactive review questions and programming exercises, and get fast, in-depth answers
from your searchable e-book.
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Introduction to Computing and Programming in Python Plus My Programming Lab -Access Card Package
Prentice Hall Introduction to Computing and Programming in Python, 3e, uses multimedia applications to motivate introductory computer science majors or non-majors. The book's
hands-on approach shows how programs can be used to build multimedia computer science applications that include sound, graphics, music, pictures, and movies. The students
learn a key set of computer science tools and topics, as well as programming skills; such as how to design and use algorithms, and practical software engineering methods. The book
also includes optional coverage of HCI, as well as rudimentary data structures and databases using the user-friendly Python language for implementation. Authors Guzdial and
Ericson also demonstrate how to communicate compatibly through networks and do concurrent programming. 0133591522 / 9780133591521 Introduction to Computing and
Programming in Python & MyProgrammingLab with eText Package Package consists of 0132923513 / 9780132923514 Introduction to Computing and Programming in Python
0133590747 / 9780133590746 MyProgrammingLab with eText -- Access Code Card -- for Introduction to Computing and Programming in Python

Operating System Concepts Essentials, 2nd Edition
Second Edition
Wiley Global Education By staying current, remaining relevant, and adapting to emerging course needs, Operating System Concepts by Abraham Silberschatz, Peter Baer Galvin and
Greg Gagne has deﬁned the operating systems course through nine editions. This second edition of the Essentials version is based on the recent ninth edition of the original text.
Operating System Concepts Essentials comprises a subset of chapters of the ninth edition for professors who want a shorter text and do not cover all the topics in the ninth edition.
The new second edition of Essentials will be available as an ebook at a very attractive price for students. The ebook will have live links for the bibliography, cross-references
between sections and chapters where appropriate, and new chapter review questions. A two-color printed version is also available.

C# 5.0 in a Nutshell
The Deﬁnitive Reference
"O'Reilly Media, Inc." When you have a question about C# 5.0 or the .NET CLR, this bestselling guide has precisely the answers you need. Uniquely organized around concepts and
use cases, this updated ﬁfth edition features a reorganized section on concurrency, threading, and parallel programming—including in-depth coverage of C# 5.0’s new asynchronous
functions. Shaped by more than 20 expert reviewers, including Microsoft’s Eric Lippert, Stephen Toub, Chris Burrows, and Jon Skeet, this book has all you need to stay on track with
C# 5.0. It’s widely known as the deﬁnitive reference on the language. Get up to speed on C# language basics, including syntax, types, and variables Explore advanced topics such as
unsafe code and type variance Dig deep into LINQ via three chapters dedicated to the topic Learn about code contracts, dynamic programming, and parallel programming Work with
.NET features, including reﬂection, assemblies, memory management, security, I/O, XML, collections, networking, and native interoperability "C# 5.0 in a Nutshell is one of the few
books I keep on my desk as a quick reference." —Scott Guthrie, Microsoft "Whether you’re a novice programmer or an expert who wants to improve your knowledge of modern
asynchronous programming techniques, this book has the information you need to get the job done in C#." —Eric Lippert, Microsoft
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